BLUES FROM THE HEART
Thus far, the RUFF KUTT BLUES BAND’S Mill Block Blues project
has donated over $10,000 to the Blues Foundation’s Hart Fund for
ailing musicians. Do your part and purchase it today.
RUFF KUTT BLUES BAND
Mill Block Blues
Katy Mae Productions
Although Mill Block Blues is one of the best – and, in several ways,
most signiﬁcant – releases of the year, you shouldn’t feel selfconscious if the artist rings no bells in your memory: its deﬁantly lowkey presentation is seemingly anonymous by design. Early versions,
in fact, included no liner notes, and the outer packaging barely indicated the participation of producer and guitarist Anson Funderburgh, who has been absent from the recording and national touring
scenes since the release of the ﬁnal Rockets’ CD in 2003. That’s a
long drought by any standard, and in particular for a multiple W.C.
Handy Award (since rechristened the Blues Music Awards) winner,
making his overdue return highly noteworthy. What’s more, a portion
of the proceeds from CD sales will help defray the costs of medical
and dental care, and funeral expenses, for blues musicians, via the
Blues Foundation’s Handy Artist Relief Trust.
Mill Block, the brainchild of bassist and songwriter James
Goode, is a song cycle framed around a working class neighborhood, but this is probably the least precious (and pretentious) concept album in history. Truthfully, the listener might not notice, as
these 13 compositions explore such typical blues subjects as hard
living, hard times, and hard loving. The music offers a cross-section of Texas and other contemporary blues styles. Veteran Dallas
singer/harmonica player Dempsey Crenshaw sings four numbers,

including the funky, slowgrinding blues “Stone
Cold Woman” and the
uptempo, good-time
shufﬂe “This Is The
Place.” Drummer Steve
Richardson handles the
R&B-style ballad “Living
Without You,” with beautiful saxophone courtesy of
Ron Jones and smooth
guitar chording by
Andrew “Jr. Boy” Jones. Always the model of laid-back cool, Jones
sings the funky “She’s Gone,” and delivers a magniﬁcently understated vocal on the wry slow blues “Now You See Me,” also
notable for Christian Dozzler’s accordion backing. Elsewhere,
ShuRhonda Kemp is ﬁne on the gospelish “Oh Lord Please,” and
Michael Schaefer turns in several soulful vocals, especially on the
title cut, a minor key blues à la Otis Rush.
Along with Goode, the primary musicians include John Street
(keyboards), who arranged the set; Brian “Hash Brown” Calway
(harmonica); Wes Starr (drums); and Funderburgh, whose guitar
work retains every bit of the tone and crisp, inventive attack that
made his reputation. His ﬁlls and solos, in particular on the jumping
instrumental “Fowler Street Stumble,” make this a must-hear for
Rockets fans – as it is for blues fans and supporters in general.
– Tom Hyslop

PETER NOVELLI
Self-Titled
Chalet Music
Guitarist Peter Novelli’s music seems to
strut through a New Orleans neighborhood, dance at a fais-do-do, and relax with
the blues along a country levee all in the
same sweep. About a decade ago, the
Syracuse, N.Y., native relocated to
Louisiana where he fell in love with not
only the music, but with the people’s
respect for their environment. That move
has had a profound inﬂuence and his
music, a combination of blues and R&B
with elements of funk and country.
Novelli’s handled this well on his
debut CD, creating songs that seem to
breathe with the tempo of the region.
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His guitar solos are crisp and direct, always
accenting the song and never overrunning
the intent. The grace of his approach is evident in the self-penned “Since The Hurricane,” which sounds like it should have
been written by Randy Newman and features Novelli’s tasty guitar with a tremendously agile piano solo by Dr. John.
Notables such as Little Feat’s Paul
Barrere on slide, Joe Krown on B-3,

Fingers Taylor on harmonica, and
Tex-Mex rocker Augie Meyers all add to
the ﬂavor of this rich CD. Eight of the
songs were written or co-written by Novelli, with covers gleaned from the works of
Delbert McClinton/Gary Nicholson,
Rusty Kershaw, and John Hiatt.
The New Orleans inﬂuence is heavy,
with funky touches to the blues and songs
that match the city’s offbeat spirit and perspective. When Novelli sings, “She may
not be a lady, but she’s woman enough
to be my baby,” he may just as well
have been serenading the quirkiness of
New Orleans.
There’s also a historical element to
this CD as Novelli includes interviews with
Slim Harpo’s friends James Johnson and
Raful Neal and drummer “Big” Johnny
Thomassie, who explains how drummers
play the distinctive second-line beat.
Novelli joins them and Dr. John for a ﬁne

version of “Te-Ni-Ne-Ni-Nu” and then
subs Neal on harmonica and Meyers for Dr.
John on keyboard for a version of “Scratch
My Back.” Although enlightening, however,
these tracks seem to out of place on this CD.
– Michael Kinsman

TIM GARTLAND
Looking In To The Sun
Taste Good Music
Boston’s own singer-songwriter-harmonica
player Tim Gartland has been an integral
part of two of the area’s most popular
bands over the years, Walk That Walk and,
more recently, The Porchrockers. His veteran vocals and precision harp work can
be compared to that of the great bluesman
Charlie Musselwhite as he wields a mighty
musical axe throughout his new solo CD.

Enlisting local Boston producer, Chris Rival
of Middleville Studio to oversee the sessions, Gartland was joined by notable
Baystate players Kevin Barry on guitar and
lap steel, Tom West on piano and Hammond B-3, Paul Justice on acoustic and
electric bass, Alan Waters on drums, and
Mark Earley on saxophone to produce an
uplifting album of contemporary swing,
jazz, and soul ﬁlled R&B.
From the cleverly penned funky album
opener “615 West Park Drive,” to the lamp
lighting “If I Can’t Do Right,” to the instrumental harp and B-3 swirl of “Blues For Mr.
Bryant,” to the harmonica workout of
“Staxed” and the honky tonk two step of
“Mr. Wade’s Plus One,” Gartland and company never miss a beat. His spot-on harp
nuances and unwavering vocal signifying
sells each and every one of these songs at
the list price marked. This is good time
music at its very best.
– Brian Owens

MATTHEW CURRY & THE FURY
If I Don’t Got You
Self-release
It’s getting so it’s nothing new to hear of
another young guitar prodigy on the music
scene. It’s certainly a recurrent scenario
we’ve grown accustomed to over the years.
However, in reality, it’s irrelevant whether
the performer is a youngster or a mature
man or woman, because the songs and the
musicianship are what it’s all about. But in
Matthew Curry’s case, it’s truly remarkable

with picking, fretting, and slide work. He
closes the album with a passionate cover
of Warren Haynes’ “Soulshine.”
For someone so young, Curry’s voice
and guitar licks sound weathered and practiced, like someone who’s been through
the ringer of life’s experiences for years.
And his music is truly diverse and well
groomed. It’s all about passion and good
songs here, and Curry’s got the fury going
on in this self-released, debut CD.
– Brian D. Holland

DON “SUGAR CANE” HARRIS
Cup Full of Dreams
Promising Music
Violinist “Sugar Cane” Harris is ﬁred up
during this 1973 studio session for MPS
(now available for the ﬁrst time on CD.)
Harris’s career started as the guitar playing
half of the 1950s rock duo Don & Dewey.
He’s also toured and/or recorded with John
Lee Hooker, Frank Zappa, Johnny Otis,
Harvey Mandel, John Mayall, and the short
lived Pure Food & Drug Act. Drug abuse

to hear a 15-year-old who can write and
perform so passionately, with ﬁery guitar
licks that are as runny as soft butter on hot
bread. His style is exhilarating and emotional, and although he’s reminiscent of
Jonny Lang at times, that similarity disappears after a few listens. It’s not that there’s
anything wrong with that comparison, it’s
just that they truly are different.
In the opening title song, “If I Don’t
Got You,” Curry’s blues sound gets an R&B
injection with the addition of a ﬁne horn
section. His passionate vocals and ﬂuidly
melodic licks stand out immediately. The
lyrical sentiment of heartbreak and loneliness in “New York Blues” is highlighted by
his grainy, emotional voice. “Walk Out That
Door” and “Dancing To The Blues” are
hard-driving blues numbers that push the
limits from start to ﬁnish. His scorching lead
guitar work is augmented by a ﬁne wahwah effect in the latter.
His strong instrumental sense is electrifying in the instrumental “Storms A-Brewing,” as well as in a cover of Charley
Patton’s “High Water Everywhere.” The ﬁnger work of Sonny Landreth and Eric Johnson come to mind in both, as well as the
passion of Joe Bonamassa in the second.
Curry shows a ﬂuid dexterity and melody

fueled his battles with pulmonary disease,
and, at 61 years old, he was found dead in
his Los Angeles home in 1999. Guitarist
Harvey Mandel, Dewey Terry, Larry Taylor,
Paul Lagos, Randy Resnick, Victor Conte
Jr., and Richard Aplan on sax aids the ﬁve
instrumental tunes.
“Runnin’ Away” ﬁnds Harris’s opening
notes furious and intense. “Hattie’s Bathtub”
is gorgeous and wild; Harris’s playing is
dynamic, Mandel’s sharp with his guitar solo
with guitar tapping, closing with Harris and
Mandel frantically rifﬁng off each other’s
solos. “Bad Feet” bubbles with creativity
– Lagos’ drumming percolates with Conte’s
bass, Harris drives hard, and Mandel’s
guitar offers scrumptious ﬁlls and leads.
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